
Words that describe movement.

Accelerating - a gain in momentum • technical rate increase in velocity.
Cruising - A speed for a particular vehicle usually somewhat below maximum, that is 
comfortable and economical.
Carried - Support and move (someone or something) from one place to another.
Carrying - Transport, conduct or transmit. To have on ones person.
Chase - Seek to attain, reach or capture.  An act of pursuing someone or something. 
Darting - Move or run somewhere suddenly or rapidly.
Dashing - to go from place to place with little rest at each place
Fleet - to go from being present to not being present
Fast - motion that moves through space at a great velocity
Fleeting - to go between being somewhere and not being somewhere
Flying - to travel through the air over ground
Go - to leave the place you are currently at
Hastening - cause (something) to happen sooner than it otherwise would
Hurrying - to ensure that no time or as little time as possible is wasted
Lagging - to follow without maintaining the same progress as others
Moving - the action of continuous movement
Move - any motion large or small in any direction at any velocity in time and space
Maintaining - continuing to hold a position, speed or anything else as it currently is
Passing - moving past something in the same or opposite direction
Quickening - gradually increasing in speed
Racing - to compete in competition and beat an opponent
Rush - Acting to complete something faster than usually required
Rushing - to proceed more quickly than required or to meet a specific deadline
Rapidly - in quick sucession, often as quickly as possible
Run - to move on foot as fast as possible
Sprint - a quick, short and fast period of motion
Speedy - Quick
Speeding - Traveling at a great speed
Swift - to start as soon as possible and move with great fluidity and accuracy
Screaming - to move in a manner that causes great sound disturbances
Traveling - a journey from one place to another place usually over long distances
Whizzing - to move so fast that the air around the movement greates a sound 
Zooming - the perceptual phonomenon of changes in the surrounding environment quickly


